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Message from the President
by

LCDR Lee Anne Vitatoe
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Happy 2007 to everyone!  I hope that you
all are looking forward to a great new year in
Naval Aviation and with your families.  As is
commonly done, this is a time to look back at
what we have achieved and look to the future
possibilities.  Those of you who have been
contributing to the Journal throughout the year, I
thank you.  It takes a lot of time to put together a
good article and we were fortunate to have many
great reads last year.  I also want to thank
Bumbles (LCDR(sel) Balcius) for taking on the
most difficult job on the board - Senior Editor.
More importantly, he has volunteered to do it for
one more year!  Due to his marketing efforts, this
journal is again packed with great articles and he
certainly does his best at keeping us in line for
timely submissions (quite a challenge).

For me personally, 2006 was a huge year.
As the Life Support Systems (LSS) Branch head
for NAWCAD 4.6 and the LSS Team Leader for
PMA202, I did A LOT of learning and growing.
As Ratboy (CDR(sel) Hebert) told me during our
turnover, “are you sure you are ready for this?”  I
thought that I was.  Now after being in the job
for 1 ½ years, I think I’m finally ready.  Until you
work in the world of NAVAIR, I don’t think you
can fully appreciate the pace or the madness.
Just ask Stuart (LCDR(sel) Little) – who has had
the pleasure (more like pain) of filling in for me
for the last couple of months while I was out on
maternity leave.  This leads me to the highlight
of my year - Nicolas Vitatoe. He arrived on 19
Oct and he has been an amazing addition in our
lives.  So if I haven’t been a very attentive
President lately, I will fully confess that he has
dominated my mind for the last many months.

Now it is 2007 and we look forward to
another FAILSAFE in Pensacola, FL (Feb 26 –
March 1).  I’m sure that it will be even better
than last year.  SUSNAP is going to play a much
larger role than we have in the past.  To start, we
have invited the retirees to participate in the
conference.  To date, we have 15 members who
have signed up to join the fun, thanks to the
efforts of CAPT(ret) Hal Pheeny.  (There is still
room for more to attend!)  They will be partici-
pating during the conference and sharing their
experiences about our history and learning about
our future.

We will also be a sponsor for the social
this year at the Officer’s Club.  There is one item
of business to address during our meeting (at the
social) – elections.  The request for nominations
has recently been released and we are looking to
fill the following positions:  Vice President,
Secretary/Treasurer, Historian, Emeritus, and two
Members-At-Large.  Please consider running for
an office.  It is a great opportunity and it takes a
team to keep things going.

We look forward to seeing you all for a
week of exchanging ideas, learning the new
tricks for introduction of equipment, and social-
izing with our peers and mentors.  Until then –
be safe and take care of one another.

Very Respectfully,
Jam

LCDR Lee Anne “Jam”Vitatoe
Code 4.6.3.3

Naval Air Warfare Center
NAS Pax River
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In Memoriam
of

HM2 Wayne Collins

HM2 Collins was born in Dunedin, Florida and graduated from Crystal
River High School.  He enlisted in the United States Navy in October
1988. Upon graduation from Hospital Corpsman ‘A” school in August
1989, he completed Aerospace Medicine Technician ‘C’ school (AVT-
NEC 8406) in November 1989 before reporting for his first sea tour.

From 1989 to 1993, HM2 Collins was stationed at Patrol Squadron One,
Barbers Point, Hawaii as an AVT. His job positions included Physical Exams Leading Petty Officer,
Sickcall Corpsman, Medical Records Technician, Hearing Conservation Program Coordinator, and
Supply Petty Officer.  He also attained Emergency Medical Technician and Hearing Conservation
Technician qualifications.  From 1993 to 1996, HM2 Collins was stationed at Flight Line Clinic,
Strategic Communications Wing One, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma as an AVT.

In March 1995, HM2 Collins honorably separated from the Navy to pursue his college education.
He then re-enlisted in the Navy in November 2000.  From 2000 to 2002, HM2 Collins was stationed
aboard USS Boxer LHD-4, Naval Station San Diego, California as the only AVT.  On the Boxer, he
served as a Medical Training Team Member, Aviation Training Team Member, Sight Conservation
Program Coordinator, Medical Emergency Response Team Member and Flight Deck Medical
Observer.  He attained qualification as an Enlisted Surface Warfare Specialist, Duty Department
Head, Petty Officer of the Watch, Hearing Conservation Technician and Flight Deck Medical Ob-
server.

In 2002 HM2 Collins attended Naval Aerospace Physiology ‘C’ school (APT NEC 8409) at the
Naval Aerospace Medicine Institute, Pensacola, Florida.  As the class Honor Graduate he was
assigned to the Naval Operational Medicine Institute, Naval Survival Training Institute, Pensacola,
Florida from 2002 until his passing.  He held positions as a Naval Aviation Survival Training Pro-
gram Instructor, Instructor Evaluator and Command Financial Specialist.  He earned his Master
Training Specialist qualification while serving as the Leading Petty Officer of the Human Perfor-
mance and Training Technology Directorate.  Petty Officer Collins ended his service as one of the
leading experts on normobaric hypoxia training utilizing the Reduced Oxygen Breathing Device.
He received significant praise for his many achievements in the development and implementation
of this lifesaving training system.

Military Awards:

Navy and Marine Corps Commendation Medal, Navy Achievement Medal, Navy Meritorious Unit
Commendation , Navy Unit Commendation, Navy Battle “E” Ribbon, National Defense Service
Medal (2-awards), Global War on Terrorism Service Medal, Armed Forces Expeditionary Medal,
Navy Sea Service Deployment Ribbon (3-awards), Rifle Expert Medal, Pistol Expert Medal, Navy
Good Conduct Medal, Southwest Asia Service Medal (2-awards).

HM2 Collins is survived by the former Rachael Dyann Mackey of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma and
their son Tyler.
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Chasing Operational Relevance
by

CDR Bill Schutt

Chasing Operational Relevance
Last September, CAPT McCormack in-

vited me out to Norfolk to brief his East Coast
ASTC Directors on some of the work we did at
ASTC Miramar to support the NASTP R/RP cur-
ricula. This request gave me the first real oppor-
tunity to reflect back on our work at ASTC Miramar.
Between June 2001 and July 2005, we trained
over 20,000 students and had a great opportunity
to practice our trade of providing survival training
to the fleet. The purpose of this opinion piece is to
share some of the guiding principles we embraced
as we chased operational relevance for our train-
ing.

Alibis for Article
All work mentioned in this article was car-

ried out on the collective backs of the ASTC
Miramar staff (officers, Sailors, and civilians). In
addition, we would be remiss if we did not give
special acknowledgement to CAPT Eichner for
giving us the green light to truly develop and rap-
idly prototype our ideas in an iterative environ-
ment, conducive to change and new initiatives.

Guiding Principles
(1) Operational Relevance. Shortly after I
checked aboard ASTC Miramar in June 2001, I
started to snap back into the mission and flow of
the unit. To refresh myself on the NASTP cur-
ricula, I pulled out the unit’s master copy of the
RP curricula. The cover was dated 1991 and
had “LCDR” Matthews’ stamp on it. The cur-
ricula content and LTGs were essentially the
same ones I had used as a Preceptor at “APTD”
Miramar circa 1990. The term operational
relevance implies not only keeping in touch with
the needs of our fleet aircrew, but also maintain-
ing academic / research grounding in our field.
Operational relevance became the focus of our
development efforts as we looked at ways to
update our training materials.

Above and beyond a complete NSTI led content
review and validation of training objectives, our
belief was that we needed to improve our
training  materials on a daily basis to attain and

maintain operational relevance. Simply meeting
core NASTP curricula objectives was no longer
good enough; we intended to scrutinize our
briefs daily, using a continuous cycle of review
and update. Buy-in to this mindset and ap-
proach was not instantaneous. In time, we
restructured our Module 1 NASTP Overview
Module (a.k.a., Welcome Aboard Brief) and
anchored our R/RP course briefs to the concept
of Situational Awareness. This single step
introduced a conceptual framework to connect
common threads between R/RP curricula
modules. Rather than teaching individual cur-
ricula modules as islands of information, we set
out to connect the course flow to an overall
advanced organizer. In addition, our NAPs
adopted several simple methods to demonstrate
awareness and connection with our students’
T/M/S aircraft and communities. Specifically, we
imbedded mishap slide summaries into our RP
specific Welcome Aboard Briefs. These summa-
ries provided a 30,000ft (big) to 200ft (small)
talk-on snapshot of current community specific
aviation safety trends. The slides were updated
each AM prior to the start of training. We also
used SIR Case Studies and HAZREPs to em-
phasize training objectives. These methods are
not new, but what was new was our expectation
for our NAPs to continuously update training
slides on a day-to-day basis. In my mind, opera-
tional relevance is not a destination, but is the
day-to-day journey chasing relevance to support
the very real and dynamic challenges our
aircrew face. If we do not keep up with the
changes in fleet TTPs or with the developments
from academia, our programs will quickly
become operationally irrelevant.

(2) Graduate Level Training. The next step was to
establish high expectations for our instructors in
the delivery of the content. Whether you are an
Aerospace Physiologist, Aviation Physiology Tech-
nician, or a Diver or PR taking instructor duty at
an ASTC, you are first and foremost an INSTRUC-
TOR.
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One of our primary goals was to professionally
deliver high quality and relevant training content
in a safe and effective manner. Critical to meeting
this goal was the development of a customer cen-
tric culture within the unit. Specifically, we set out
to truly put our customer’s training needs first. The
delicate balance between meeting fleet training
needs and maintaining staff moral (4 day training
weeks, 6 hour work days, etc.) was challenging
at times and made worse by our continual low
manning. To their credit, our staff rose to every
training request and accomplished our training
mission with the utmost professionalism.

To improve the quality of our content
delivery to levels that are commensurate with
the Navy and Marine Corps Graduate Level
Weapons Schools, we needed both physical
upgrades to our training areas (high end projec-
tors, computers, ready room chairs, smart
boards, etc.) and development of graduate level
instructors. On the surface, the first challenge to
upgrade our training areas should have been a
no-brainer, yet we managed to waste numerous
man-hours justifying the need for better equip-
ment and the need to set-up a ready room like
atmosphere at the unit. A student’s first impres-
sion of an ASTC starts at the check-in on the
Quarter Deck and continues into the training
areas. A good first impression goes a long way
in setting the tone and atmosphere inherent to a
quality training program.

The second challenge was to set the bar
high for our staff instructors. We needed to
develop graduate level instructors who could
deliver course content in a professional and
succinct manner, keeping in the tradition of an
expertly delivered Ready Room or Weapons
School brief. I have always been a proponent of
requiring our NAPs to teach Modules A through
E in the R/RP curricula. Gone are the days
where we can afford to send to the podium our
HM3s to read LTGs verbatim and to click
through comic book slides with the expectation
of delivering high quality training and attaining
operational relevance with our fleet aircrew
students. I mean no disrespect to our HM
8409s, PRs, and DVs. Simply put, the R/RP
content revisions we implemented necessitate
that NAPs lead from the front and set the tone
for the training course. As NAPs, we are
uniquely qualified to address

the aeromedical needs of the fleet. No other
Uniformed Service has NAPs who are on flight
status and able to routinely fly with their regional
T/M/S aircraft and communities. This “been
there – done that” credibility pays big dividends
when delivering our course content. In addition,
virtually all of our ASTC Directors have served
at least one tour as an AMSO (ASO qualified),
completed NVG NITE Lab Instructor Qualifica-
tion, completed ACT/CRM Instructor Qualifica-
tion, and completed the NASA Fatigue Counter-
measures Course. These unique qualifications
prepare the ASTC Directors to foster the gradu-
ate level environment needed to deliver high
quality training and to develop our NAP Interns.
For our enlisted staff Sailors, my emphasis was
on supporting their professional development
through attendance at several service specialty
schools. During my first two years at ASTC
Miramar, we were very lucky to support many
opportunities for our enlisted instructors to gain
NAC qualification, attend jump school, and
attend dive (SCUBA) school. Unfortunately, the
restructuring of NOMI / NSTI and the subse-
quent lack of command support significantly
degraded our ability to support such training
opportunities during my last two years.

(3) Evaluation of ASTC Training Quality. Above
and beyond the instructor based iterative evalua-
tion described above, evaluations at the unit and
NSTI levels are also very important to improving
the operational relevance of the NASTP. During
my four years at ASTC Miramar, unit level evalu-
ation of NASTP training is an area that remained
woefully inadequate. Although we collected post-
training student critiques and reviewed results
weekly with staff during our Hot-Washes, we pos-
sessed no automated way to track detailed train-
ing trend information. An automated PDA based
solution was developed and prototyped, but never
funded by NOMI/NSTI for implementation. This
remains a lost opportunity to truly monitor the day-
to-day quality of our local ASTC and program wide
NASTP training.

We also rely on NSTI to conduct annual NASTP
inspections of our ASTCs and the delivery of
NASTP training. As a former ASTC Director, I was
always the strongest supporter of “No Notice”
NASTP Inspections. I was never one to put pres-
sure on our staff to “get ready” for an inspection.
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On the contrary, my expectation was that we would
be inspected as we actually operated. I fully an-
ticipated that we would have administrative dis-
crepancies during each inspection cycle. I also
relied on our staff to correct any deficiencies, to
learn from our administrative mistakes, and to
share best business practices with our sister units.
On the whole, the NSTI NASTP inspections were
mostly fair and balanced. However, the composi-
tion of the inspection team and the tone inspec-
tors set were critical components for a good, con-
structive exchange. In a perfect world, all mem-
bers of the inspection team would be active, cur-
rent, and qualified ASTC instructors who still teach
at an ASTC. Likewise, the lead inspectors would
possess an ASTC Director tour under their belt
and would possess the operational insight and
credibility to fairly assess the ASTCs.

In closing, regardless if you are working
at an ASTC or as an AMSO, chasing operational
relevance is an important aspect of connecting
with the aircrew we serve. Delivering graduate
level briefs and realizing that we can only make
one first impression will hopefully re-cage our
internal gyros on how important it is to be
squared away and locked on when engaging
our aircrew. Your aeromedical support is impor-
tant. You can and will make a difference each
day. If you are using the same training materials
you used the last time you taught the brief or
the last time NSTI provided updates…you are
behind the power curve. Take responsibility to
evaluate your own performance as you chase
operational relevance. Good luck, we are all
counting on you—FLY SAFE!

CDR Bill “Shooter”Schutt
Aeromedical  Safety Officer

3rd Marine Aircraft Wing
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NASTP Online INDOC Survey
by

LCDR Anthony Artino

SUSNAP Preface
The following report was provided to CAPT Plombon and his staff this past summer. The report
provides a summary of the results from our first attempt to integrate online instruction within the
NASTP. The report is reprinted here for SUSNAP members who might be interested in online
learning and its potential applicability to our survival training program. I would like to thank LCDR
Matt “Ratboy” Hebert and his staff at Pax River for their support with this initial course evaluation.
With any luck, we will conduct a follow-up study during the upcoming Midshipmen training season
that will include additional measures of student success with our online course.

In the spring of 2006, students from the U.S. Naval Academy completed Naval Aviation Sur-
vival Training Program (NASTP) training at Aviation Survival Training Center (ASTC), Patuxent River,
MD. Prior to participation in dynamic training at the ASTC, all Midshipmen completed an online course
developed by the Naval Survival Training Institute (NSTI) and hosted on Navy Knowledge Online
(NKO). Following dynamic training, Midshipmen completed a survey designed to assess their atti-
tudes and opinions regarding the online portion of their NASTP experience. The purpose of this
document is to provide NSTI leaders with a summary of survey results and to offer recommendations
for future directions.

Methods
Participants

Participants consisted of 646 Midshipmen from the U.S. Naval Academy. The sample included 514
men (80%) and 113 women (18%); 19 participants (2%) did not report gender. The mean age of
the participants was 20.4 years (SD = 1.0; range 18-24).

Survey Components
The 54-item survey was designed to measure students’ attitudes and opinions regarding the online
portion their NASTP training. The majority of the items employed a Likert-type response scale
ranging from 1 (completely disagree) to 7 (completely agree). The majority of these items were
designed to measure the following four latent variables:1

1. Task Value: The 6 items that make up the task value subscale assessed the student’s belief
that the self-paced, online course was valuable. High scores on this subscale indicate the
person found the online course interesting, important, and useful (Eccles & Wigfield, 1995,
2002).

2. Self-Efficacy: The 5 items that make up the self-efficacy subscale assessed the student’s
confidence in his/her ability to learn the material presented in a self-paced, online course.
High scores on this subscale indicate the person was completely confident he/she could
learn the material presented in a self-paced, online format (Bandura, 1997).

SUSNAP Volume VII, Issue 2, February 2007
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(Footnotes)
1 Latent variables are variables that are not directly observed but are rather inferred from other variables that are
observed and directly measured(Netemeyer, Bearden, & Sharma,2003).
For example, the extent to which someone is satisfied  with something can be considered a latent variable. We cannot
directly measure satisfaction, but we can develop survey items that attempt to capture the idea of satisfaction.
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3. Instructional Quality: The 7 items that make up the instructional quality subscale assessed
the student’s belief that the online course utilized effective instructional qualities and design
features (e.g., the course was easy to navigate; the quizzes were helpful in learning the
material; etc). High scores on this subscale indicate the person found the instructional
features of the course to be effective and of high quality.

4. Satisfaction: The 5 items that make up the satisfaction subscale assessed the student’s
belief that the online course met his/her needs as a learner. High scores on this subscale
indicate the person was satisfied with the online course and would choose to take more
online courses in the future (Larsen, Attkisson, Hargreaves, & Nguyen, 1980).

In addition to the four subscales used in the survey, four individual items were employed. These
included:

1. Online Computer Experience: One item that asked students to rate how experienced they
were using online computer technologies (e.g., using a web browser to surf the Internet).
Response scale: 1 (extremely inexperienced) to 7 (extremely experienced).

2. Online Learning Experience: One item that asked students to rate how experienced they
were with self-paced, online learning (e.g., completing courses like the online portion of
their NASTP training). Response scale: 1 (extremely inexperienced) to 7 (extremely experi-
enced).

3. Perceived Learning: One item that asked students to rate how well they learned the mate-
rial presented in the online course. Response scale: 1 (not well at all) to 7 (extremely well).

4. Time to Complete Course: One item that asked students to provide an estimate, in hours, of
how long it took them to complete the online portion of the course.

Finally, the survey included a few open-ended questions that asked students to (1) provide feed-
back concerning things they liked most/least about the online course; (2) recommend changes/
improvements to the online course; and (3) assess how helpful the online course was in preparing
them for the dynamic training.

Survey Results
Quantitative Results

Table 1 provides a summary of the results for the quantitative portion of the survey.

Qualitative Results
The following is a summary of the qualitative results. Only comments that were made by 20 or
more Midshipmen are included.

Positive Comments:
− Felt the course provided them with a good introduction to the material.
− Felt that being familiar with the information was beneficial in terms of helping them

understand the material presented during the dynamic training.
− Enjoyed the fact that they could take the course at their own pace, whenever they

wanted to, and in the comfort of their own room.
− Liked the embedded videos and would like to see more of them.
−    Felt the last two sections (gear, ejection, and parachutes) were more useful than the

first two sections (aviation physiology and sensory issues).

 8
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Table 1
Means, Standard Deviations, Sample Sizes, Cronbach’s Alphas,1 and Correlations Among the
Variables

(Footnotes)
1 Cronbach’s alpha is a measure of the internal consistency of a subscale; that is, how well the items that make up a
subscale yield similar results. In general, a Cronbach’s alpha e” .80 is considered good.

Variable Mean SD N α 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1.  Task Value 5.25 0.99 642 .85 − .29* .51* .54* .12* .13* .39* .02 

2.  Self-Efficacy 5.16 1.04 638 .87  − .45* .46* .31* .27* .50* -.05 

3.  Instructional 
Quality 

5.29 0.97 641 .87   − .67* .17* .19* .43* .00 

4.  Satisfaction 4.50 1.19 638 .88    − .18* .25* .55* .02 

5.  Online Computer 
Experience 

5.80 1.13 628 −     − .44* .28* .00 

6.  Online Learning 
Experience 

4.61 1.29 627 −      − .31* -.06 

7.  Perceived Learning 4.57 1.19 628 −       − .01 

8.  Time to Complete 
Course (hours) 

2.58 1.85 627 −        − 

 

Note. * Denotes a statistically significant correlation at the p < .01 level.

Negative Comments:
− Felt the course was too long and contained too much detailed information for an intro-

ductory course.
− Did not like the fact that if they did not pass the end-of-module quizzes, they had to go

back through the entire lesson in order to retake the quiz.
− Felt the quiz questions were difficult and required knowledge of very specific, detailed

pieces of information from the lesson that may or may not have been the most impor-
tant parts of the course.

− Were unhappy that they were required to complete the course during a very busy time
of year at the Academy (i.e., during final exams).

− Felt that NKO was not user friendly. Specifically, felt the NKO system was difficult to
navigate and access; the course was difficult to find within NKO; and the course would
not work on many students’ personal computers. Additionally, students experienced
numerous technical problems on NKO and found it difficult to find and print the course
completion certificate.

− Felt the lessons should have been presented in smaller, more manageable chunks.
− Complained the course only worked on Internet Explorer, not Netscape or Foxfire.
−    Felt the online portion of the course was completed too long before the dynamic train-

ing, and therefore students did not retain much of the information for the dynamic
portion.

SUSNAP Volume VII, Issue 2, February 2007
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Conclusions
Cognition alone is not enough for effective learning and performace. The motivational characteris-
tics of learners maybe equally important. (Dai & Sternberg, 2004: Pintrich, Marx, & Boyle,
1993). Said another way, learners must have both “the skill and the will” to learn (Pintrich & De
Groot, 1990; Schunk, 1991). This may be particularly true in online learning situations due to the
high degree of student autonomy resulting from the instructor’s physical absence. These highly
independent learning environments require that students assume greater responsibility for the
management and control of their own learning (Moore & Kearsley, 2005). With these consider-
ations in mind, it is important that we continue to explore the motivational characteristics of stu-
dents who are successful in online learning situations.

Results from this first attempt to integrate online learning within the NASTP are promising. In
general, students valued the online course, were confident that they could learn the material using
this instructional format, and were satisfied with the instructional qualities of the course. Further-
more, consistent with research in traditional classrooms (Pintrich, 1999; Schunk & Zimmerman,
1998), results from this study reveal that students who valued the course and were confident in
their ability to learn the material also reported being more satisfied with their overall learning expe-
rience and felt they learned the material better than those who did not value the course material
and were less confident. These results generally support the notion that task value and self-effi-
cacy are significant positive predictors of various adaptive outcomes, including students’ overall
satisfaction and perceived learning. More importantly, these findings suggest that developers of
online courses should design self-paced instruction in a manner that helps learners not only appre-
ciate the value or importance of content or skills but also supports their attempts to master them.

 Recommendations
 Based on the results of this initial study, the following recommendations are provided:

1. Consider revising the existing online course. Specifically, consider shortening the course by
eliminating non-essential information. On average, the course took 2.5 hours for students to
complete. This is a significant amount of time, particularly considering this is an introductory
course and students will ultimately receive additional training at the ASTC.

2. Consider revising the course’s navigation scheme such that once students take an end-of-
module quiz, they can easily review the necessary material and then retake the quiz without
having to review the entire lesson again.

3. Determine the best time to provide Midshipmen with access to the course. Asking students
to wait until May to take the course may interfere with Academy academics, whereas allow-
ing students to take the course too early may negatively affect retention and could limit the
usefulness of the online course.

4. Consider including a pretest in the revised version of the course. Comparing pretest and
posttest scores is the only way to determine if students are learning the material presented
in the online portion of the course. Additionally, a pretest will control for prior knowledge,
thereby allowing us to determine the influence of other independent variables (e.g., motiva-
tion, prior experience with online learning, etc.) on students’ performance in the online
course.

5.   Following course revision, collect a second round of survey data. In particular, it would be
interesting to link survey responses to course performance measures (e.g., quiz grades,
time-to-complete course, etc.) to determine if motivational components such as task value
and self-efficacy influence students’ actual training performance. The proposed follow-up
study would be designed to address one overarching question: What are the motivational
characteristics of students who are successful with self-paced, online training? The answer
to this question could provide NSTI leaders with practical guidance as they attempt to
determine the applicability of self-paced, online training within the NASTP.

 10
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As most of you are aware, the Naval
Aerospace Physiology Program (NAPP) has a
well established Internship Program (NAPP
Career Planning Guide Phase II, course CIN B-
6H-1301) designed to assist with the profes-
sional and military development of a newly
winged Aerospace Physiologist.  The NAPP
Internship Program is a formalized roadmap to
help guide the junior aerospace physiologist
through their first 2-3 years within the NAPP and
it has been an outstanding success.

The background is that the current
Internship program had existed informally
through many years (late 70’s and 80’s), and
was originally called the Preceptorship Program.
It was officially recognized and implemented by
BUMED in 1994 as the Preceptorship Program
and further instituted via formalized Training
Billets i.e., “T” coded billets around 1998 (as-
signed to the Aviation Survival Training Centers
(ASTCs)).  Currently there are 11 “T” coded
billets across the 8 ASTCs.  As the program
further matured, about 5 years ago it was
assigned an official Course Identification Num-
ber (CIN) such that successful completion not
only earns the officer a Certificate Suitable for
Framing but is now reflected on the officer’s
Electronic Training Jacket.  The name was
changed to the Internship Program about two
years ago and this name officially incorporated
into the updated guide approved by BUMED just
last month (November 2006).

The aerospace physiology Intern has
many requirements both in becoming an aero-
space physiology expert, a survival expert, an
Aviation Life Support Systems expert, a better
Naval and Medical Service Corps (MSC) officer
& professional, and culminates with the passing
of a rigorous oral  board.  We can honestly
thank

the foresight of our predecessors and several of
our peers for the success we have had in
formalizing the development and mentoring of
newly acquired aerospace physiologists.  The
Preceptorship/Internship program is truly the
envy of other MSC sub-specialties.

However… “half baked cookies in the
oven”!  It had been astutely determined that we
were only half way there as a program in provid-
ing guidance to the junior officer community in
professional and military development.  Thanks
go to CDR (LCDR  at the time) Essex for pro-
posing a formalized Post Internship Mentoring
Program about two years ago at a Naval Aero-
space Physiology Program Planning Committee
(NAP3C) meeting.  The NAP3C  took this on as
an action item and the Naval Aerospace Physi-
ology Program Post-Internship Professional
Preparation Program (NAP6) was developed
(based on the familiar format of the Internship
Guide).  At this time (mid-December 2006), the
NAP6  guide is in it’s final stages for expected
approval at the January 2007 NAP3C meeting
and will shortly thereafter be forwarded to all
active duty aerospace physiologists and imple-
mented for all recent completers of the Intern-
ship Program.

OVERVIEW of Naval Aerospace Physiology
Program Post-Internship Professional Prepa-
ration Program (NAP6)

The vision of the NAP6 is to appropri-
ately prepare the designated Aerospace Physi-
ologist (AP) to be a better and competitive
Naval Officer and therefore, ultimately enhanc-
ing the NAPP’s service to the fleet.  The mission
of the program is to develop the individual as an
MSC officer along with furthering the individual’s
professional development as a Naval Aerospace
Physiologist.

Half Baked Cookies in the Oven
by

CAPT J. P. Norton
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To achieve this mission, the practical goal of
NAP6 is to provide pertinent career guidance
to assist NAPP Lieutenants through their follow-
on post-internship career steps to include: first
post-internship tour, additional Phase III tours,
selection to Lieutenant Commander, and
preparation for NAPP Phase IV assignments.

Success of the NAP6 would be an officer
development program that will assist APs with
being competitive for eventual selection to
Commander (and beyond).  Most of the infor-
mation contained in the program has been
provided by various sources (websites, e-mails
from Detailers, Specialty Leader conferences,
SG guidance, etc.) but is collated within the
NAP6 guide for a valuable reference in success-
fully steering a career path.  Finally, one of the
important elements of the NAP6 is active in-
volvement of mentors and NAP3C members in
the ongoing process.

To facilitate effective mentoring of APs,
the NAP6 guide and task list was developed and
the guide provides a fairly detailed task list to be
accomplished by the Phase III AP.  The AP
should work closely with his/her immediate
mentor who is usually the Marine Air Wing
(MAW) Aeromedical Safety Officer (AMSO),
ASTC Director, or other AP in a NAPP Phase IV
or Phase V billet.  The Phase III AP will normally
complete the majority of the task list require-
ments while at his/her first two Phase III assign-
ments.

The mentor constitutes a key factor of
the NAP6 and serves as the traditional “Sea
Daddy”.  The AP’s immediate mentor would be
the next senior aerospace physiologist in his/her
official or unofficial chain of command (e.g.,
USMC WING AMSO, TYCOM AMSO, NSTI
Director, PMA-202 lead, etc).  Additionally, other
officers (both line and MSC) can provide guid-
ance along with any other aerospace physiolo-
gist that the AP is comfortable with (active duty,
retired, reserve, junior or senior).  The immedi-
ate mentor should normally be at the grade of a
lieutenant commander or above and at least on
his/her fourth post-internship tour.  It is recom-
mended that at a minimum, formal quarterly
contact be scheduled (person–person preferred,

electronic means also acceptable) and held to
track progress and provide guidance.  It is
ultimately the individual AP’s responsibility to
ensure that the NAP6 is on track and all corre-
spondence is completed in a timely manner.

To formalize the NAP6 program the
following process will be put in place.  When the
NAP6 taskings are determined by the AP’s
selected mentor(s) (he/she may have several)
to be appropriately completed, the completed
NAP6 TASK COMPLETION LIST,  along with
any documentation required, signed off by both
the selected mentor and a member of the
NAP3C shall be forwarded to the NAPP
Program Manager/Specialty Leader (PM/SL).
The PM/SL will review the documentation and
approve or disapprove the officer’s NAP6

completion.  If the individual is approved, an
official letter designating successful completion
(with a signed completion certificate “suitable for
framing” as an enclosure) shall be sent to the
individual from BUMED via his/her command.  If
the NAP6 completion is disapproved,
correspondence shall be sent back to the
NAP3C member who verified the task list
(copies to the individual and indicated
mentor(s)) listing deficiencies noted and
providing guidance to ensure successful
completion.  When those deficiencies are
corrected, new correspondence proposing
completion of the NAP6 shall be sent to the PM/
SL.  An AP’s future billet assignments (Phase III
& IV) may be  contingent upon meeting certain
milestones outlined in the NAP6.

Phase III Aerospace Physiologist (AP)
The post-internship AP would normally

have up to 9 years (3 tours) to complete the
entire NAP6 task list.  Many items on the list can
be easily completed during the first 2 Phase III
assignments but several items will be more
appropriately completed as a LCDR. Progress
should be monitored by the AP, selected
mentor(s), NAP3C members and the PM/SL.
NAP6 timeline should target towards program
completion prior to being ‘below zone’ for CDR.
Accelerated task completion is highly
encouraged and reflects a strong initiative on
the AP’s part and should be appropriately
considered by the NAP3C and PM/SL for
recommendations to billets and opportunities.
Ideally, at completion of NAPP Phase III, the AP
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should have been assigned once each to the
USMC, Navy Line, and BUMED thereby
providing broad based experience (but this may
not always occur).

Phase III - 1st Assignment.
The most common career path for a

post-internship AP is an Aeromedical Safety
Officer (AMSO) tour at a Marine Air Group
(MAG) (completing Aviation Safety Officer (ASO
School) en route to this assignment).  Other
frequent first post-Internship assignments can
include assignment to a Navy Type Wing as an
AMSO (e.g., Commander Strike Fighter Wing
Atlantic), Training Wing, or to an ASTC as an
Assistant Director.  During this first Phase III
tour the AP will be expected to hone his/her
physiology & AMSO skills and most likely
become the local expert on several aeromedical
items (e.g., Lasers, NITE Lab, fatigue,
communication devices).  Working closely with
assigned squadrons on issues ranging from
Physiological Threat Briefs to ALSS concerns in
the paraloft will be paramount.  There is a
strong chance in today’s environment that they
may have the opportunity to deploy during this
assignment (take it!! A ‘combat FITREP’ before
a MSC selection board is looked upon
favorably).  At the completion of the 1st Phase III
tour, most APs are at the mid-grade LT level,
however, a few will actually be eligible for
selection to LCDR (depends on time-in-grade
credit given to the officer at the time of
accession).  It is also advisable at the
completion of their 1st Phase III tour for those
officers (i.e., the Lateral Transfers) who do not
have the sub-specialty code 1836P (P indicates
a Masters level degree in the Aerospace
Physiology sub-specialty as determined by the
Program Authorization 115) to consider Full
Time In-Service Training (FTIST) at the
Uniformed Services University of Health
Sciences (USUHS) for a Masters of Public
Health (MPH) degree concentration Aerospace
Physiology.  This is a one year program.

Phase III - 2nd Assignment
A common career path is for a 2nd AMSO

assignment at either an Out of Continental
United States (OCONUS) MAG (MAG-12, MAG-
24, MAG-36) or to a Navy Type Wing.  Assign-
ment to NSTI Headquarters Staff, ASTC
Pensacola, or as Assistant Director of an ASTC

(Norfolk, Miramar, or Lemoore) is also a feasible
option (the assignment of course will be depen-
dent on Program needs).  Most APs will come
‘in zone’ for LCDR during this 2nd tour.  This tour
would also be the best time to seek the Aero-
space Physiology Certification (“sit for the
exam”) from the Aerospace Medical
Association’s(AsMA) Aerospace Physiology
Society (AsPS).  Also, it appears that the best
time in your Naval career to seek Full Time Out
Service Training (FTOST) is at completion of
this tour (senior LT or LCDR(s)).  The aero-
space physiology program has one PhD oppor-
tunity that avails itself every three years.  Note,
FTOST is considered a Phase III assignment
and completion of the NAP6 Task List is still
expected.

Phase III - 3rd Assignment
Whatever career path the AP has had to

date (most likely 2 line tours as a 1 of 1, Early
Promote (EP) AMSO on their FITREP), if they
haven’t already been, now is a good time to ‘get
into traffic’ (be compared on FITREPs to other
MSC officers). This will normally involve an
assignment to a BUMED Claimancy 18 billet
(NSTI, ASTC, NAMRL).

The normal follow-on tour to the final
Phase III billet is a Director of an ASTC, MAW
AMSO, or Navy line staff billet. At this point
officers are now establishing the foundation for
opportunity for selection for promotion to Com-
mander.  Importantly, by the time the AP goes
‘below zone’ for CDR, regardless of the per-
sonal career path, somewhere in Phase III or
first Phase IV tours the AP should of supervised
people & resources (beyond an Aeromedical
Safety Corpsman (AMSC)) in order to demon-
strate leadership skills for consideration for the
assignment of additional Navy responsibilities
meriting selection for promotion to Commander.

The NAP6 will apply to all post-internship
APs as they are assigned to Phase III billets
(see attached chart) and will be officially as-
signed to the program by a BUMED letter
originating from the PM/SL.  It is strongly rec-
ommended that the NAP6 be completed prior to
being in-zone for selection for promotion to
Commander. Ideally, the official certification of
NAP6 completion should be delivered to the AP
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prior to the AP’s being in the ‘below zone’
category for consideration for selection for
promotion to Commander.

The NAP3C is responsible for imple-
menting and monitoring the NAP6.  Discussion
of program compliance and completions will be
an item included in the NAP3C meetings.  Mem-
bers of the NAP3C are tasked with verifying
completion of an AP’s NAP6 task list.  It should
be surmised that successful completion of the
NAP6 may be a strong consideration for billet
assignments, recommendations for training,
and other Navy programs and opportunities.

Personally, I have great hopes for this
program, unfortunately the results of whether or
not it is successful really won’t be known for
several years.  Based on today’s guidance, I
really think this will be a winner at the same
level the Internship program has become and a
useful tool for all aerospace physiologists.   We
will continue to be the envy of other MSC pro-
grams.

NAPP Program Career Planning guide Phase III and IV billets: 
 

PHASE 
MSC TIME 

IN 
SERVICE 

POSITION 
EXAMPLE PHYSIOLOGY BILLETS 

Med Dept                                            Other Claimancies 

PHASE 
III 

3-12 
years 

Navy WING AMSO 
USMC MAG AMSO 
ASTC P’cola Department Heads 
Assistant ASTC Directors  
NSTI Department Heads 
Research Lab Investigators 
Full Time Out Service Training 
 
 
(LT/LCDR) 
 
(n= 35 billets) 

Dept Hd HPTT NSTI P’cola 
Dept Hd Admin NSTI P’cola 
Dept Hd Safety NSTI P’cola 
Asst. Dir ASTC Miramar 
Asst. Dir ASTC Lemoore 
Asst. Dir ASTC Norfolk 
DH Water Ops ASTC  P’cola  
DH Parasail Ops ASTC P’cola 
DH Physiology Ops ASTC 
P’cola 
NAMRL Res.  P’cola (W-P 
AFB) 
FTOST PhD  
FTOST MS 
FTIST MPH USUHS    

MAG-11/AMSO Miramar 
MAG-12/AMSO Iwakuni 
MAG-13/AMSO Yuma 
MAG-14/AMSO Cherry Point 
MAG-16/AMSO Miramar 
MAG-24/AMSO Kaneohe 
MAG 26/AMSO New River 
MAG-29/AMSO New River 
MAG-31/AMSO Beaufort 
MAG-36/AMSO Futema 
MAG-39/AMSO Pendleton 
TRAWING 5/AMSO Milton 
TRAWING 6/AMSO P’Cola 
CHMSWINGLANT/AMSO Jax 
AEWWING/AMSO Pt Mugu 
STRKFIGHTWINGLANT/AMSO Nrfk 
STRKFIGHTWINGPAC/AMSO Lemoore 
HELSEACOMBATWINGLANT/AMSO Nrfk 
HELSEACOMBATWINGPAC/AMSO 
SDiego 
VAQWING/AMSO Whidbey Island 
NAVAVSCOLCOM P’Cola 
NAVPERS PFA/PRT  Millington TN 

PHASE 
IV 

9-20+ 

years 

MAW AMSO 
ASTC Director 
NSTI Directors  
Program Staff Positions  
NAVAIRSYSCOM  Management  
 
(LCDR/CDR) 
 
(n = 28 billets) 

Director HPTT  NSTI P’cola 
Director Safety/Stnd NSTI P’cola 
Director Admin NSTI P’cola 
Dir ASTC Miramar 
Dir ASTC Jacksonville 
Dir ASTC Lemoore 
Dir ASTC Norfolk 
Dir ASTC Whidbey Island  
Dir ASTC Cherry Point 
Dir ASTC Pax River 
Dir ASTC Pensacola 
NOMI (N3) Op. Rd. Trn. P’cola 
NAMRL P’cola  (W-P AFB) 
USUHS Bethesda MD 

1st MAW/AMSO Okinawa 
2nd MAW/AMSO Cherry Point 
3rd MAW/AMSO Miramar 
4th MAW/AMSO New Orleans 
HMX-1/AMSO Quantico 
MAWTS-1/NITE Yuma  
MARFORCOM Norfolk 
NAVSAFECEN Norfolk 
NAVSTKAIRWARCEN Fallon 
NAWC-IPT ALSS Pax River 
NAVAIR PMA-202 (4.6) FAILSAFE Pax 
River 
US Naval Academy Annapolis 
CENSECFOR Norfolk 
CNATRA Corpus Christi 

 

NOTE:  For proper background and knowledge, individuals should progress 
through each phase.  Individuals WILL NORMALLY HAVE several tours in 
Phases III and IV. 

CAPT Jim Norton, MSC USN
Aerospace Phyisology Program

Manager & Specialty Leader
DSN: 762-3465

jpnorton@us.med.navy.mil
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And Then Were None
by

LCDR Rich Folga

With the experience of installing the
ROBD in seven ASTCs, we figured this eighth
and final one would be a piece of cake.  Surely
we had encountered every conceivable problem
by now?  Just to make sure, we brought the
biggest HPTT ROBD Mobile Training Team
(MTT) yet, consisting of LCDR Rich Folga, LT
Tom Jones, LT Sean Lando, Mr. ‘Robbie’ Powell
and HM2 Wayne Collins.  As always, the goal of

the MTT was to prepare the facility and the staff
to conduct Dynamic Hypoxia Training (DHT)
using our latest training device.  This was also a
welcome aboard trip for Robbie Powell
(Lockheed Martin contractor) and LT Lando.  A
very recent (post-Whidbey) addition to the
HPTT Team is HMC Oliver (from 1st MAW).

Despite lacking throttle mounts (which
were over-night shipped and arrived in time for
DHT) and having only three X-Plane DVDs
(Robbie worked his techno-magic there) and
one brand new device failing before being
placed in service, the installation and staff
training went very smoothly.

In addition to having a bad 9A17 right
out of the box, we did have one unit that pro-
vided excessive pressure during the oxygen
dump.  Our team has noticed this in the past but
it generally was an ‘unable to duplicate’ situa-
tion.  This unit consistently gave excessive
pressure and was temporarily removed from
service.  Be on the lookout for high pressure
dumps (feels like emergency or test mask on
the MD-1s) with an otherwise functioning de-
vice.  If you notice this happening, please
contact HPTT or Walter Alexander.

Training Results.  The first Whidbey
Island ROBD student training day went very
well, with plenty of eager participants helping
new instructors to cut their teeth.  One young
Prowler pilot went for the SOP limit of 60% O2
saturation for five runs.  The Prowler students
all gave high marks to the ASTC staff and for
the new ROBD training device.   This was a
relief since we expected some problems with
the Prowler community and ‘mask-on’ hypoxia
training.  Initially during the Cherry Point instal-
lation the ASTC staff ran into difficulties training
Prowler pilots and ECMOs when it came to
executing EPs for hypoxia.  Prowler aircrew
indicated they “would not really ever pull the
green ring” and were in a few instances un-
aware they had emergency oxygen in their seat
pans!  This made it difficult for the newly trained
instructors who expected the students to pull the
green ring and descend.  Since the Whidbey
Island initial student training day was all Prowler

(Cherry Point was a mix of Harriers and Prowl-
ers), LCDR McAllister was able to set the
training tone and an agreed procedure for
hypoxia (there is not really one in the Prowler
NATOPS) of initiating emergency oxygen flow
(green ring pull), secure O2 (source of the
problem) and descend.  Another interesting
point: the Prowler procedure is to “descend to
an altitude where O2 is no longer needed.”
Since that “O2 no longer needed” place does
not exist, we had them descend the simulator to
a pre-determined altitude below 10k’.
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Based on the enthusiasm of the students
and discussions following DHT, it appeared that
the Navy Prowler community is very aware of
the potential problems that will be arriving with
the Growler.  The HPTT Team and LT Cooper
visited the ‘Q’ simulator building and discussed
the feasibility of conducting SIMPHYS in the
Prowler and eventually the Growler simulators.
With the existing Prowler simulators, it appears
that three way communications (student, opera-
tor and ROBD Instructor) will be the challenge.

NASTP SME Program Update.  The
back-door hot link to the NMO NASTP SME
page is active again.  Please click on the link
below to activate:
http://navymedicine.med.navy.mil//nastpsme/
index.cfm?
The SME page may also be accessed through
the NMO portal.  Click on Hosted Sites once
you are in there.

Worthy of celebration - The final ROBD installation finds good beer & good company

in Anacortes.

Other ROBD Happenings.  LCDR
Prevost (PMA-205) working with NSTI HQ,
developed and delivered the latest ROBD pitch
to the Hornet Systems Safety Working Group in
early December.  It appears unlikely the Hornet
community will go so far as to generate an
ROBD requirement, so this proposal was gener-
ated as a low-cost way forward to meet the
training capability need for customers outside
the proximity of the eight ASTCs.  Hopefully, we
will soon have some additional 9A17 assets to
loan to qualified AMSOs that desire to provide
hypoxia recognition and recovery training
ROBD SIMPHYS style.  As for future ROBD
MTTs, we already have a few tentatively
scheduled.  No installations, just pure
SIMPHYS training – the way we like it.
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LCDR Rich “Ivan” Folga
Director, Human Performance and Training

Technology
Naval Survival Training Institute

rvfolga@nomi.med.navy.mil
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For nearly a year now, I have served the
HM-8409 (Aerospace Physiology Technician)
Community as its Enlisted Technical Leader.  As
the representative to BUMED for this commu-
nity, I have had the opportunity to affect some of
the recent changes that will shape it in the
future.

The most significant change to the
program was the 8406/8401/8409 NEC merger.
HM-8409 (and HM-8401) was dropped as a
primary NEC that Sailors can be detailed to and
is now a secondary NEC to HM-8406.  This
merger opened many more Sea Duty (Type II)
billets for our Sailors and allows them to align
themselves with the 5VM and Sea Warrior 21.

Another significant change was the
conversion of the APT School from a “C” school
to an “F” school (CIN: B-305-0011).  Recent
graduates include…

• ASTC Pax River
o HM2 Clisham
o HM2 Comdeco
o HM3 Purnell

• ASTC Norfolk
o HM3 Lamoureux

• ASTC Cherry Point
o HM1 Mobley

• ASTC Jacksonville
o HM2 White

• ASTC Whidbey Island
o HM3 McMahon
o HM3 Chartier
o HM3 Powers

• ASTC Miramar
o HM3 Musgrove
o HM3 Hochheimer

• ASTC Lemoore
o HM3 Gosschalk

The students are given the “nuts & bolts”
of the 8409 program and then sent to their
respective ASTC’s.  There, they will complete a
JQR/PQS process over a period of 9 to 12
months.  Upon successful completion of the
JQR/PQS, the ASTC Director will submit a
request through the command for the awarding
of the HM-8409 NEC.

The APT community is currently working
with some of the latest “state-of-the-art” training
devices at the ASTC’s.  For example, ASTC
Cherry Point recently replaced the legendary
“Dunker” (9D5) with the METS (9D6).  They also
recently installed the ROBD (9A17).  These two
devices have been or will soon be installed in
each of the 8 ASTC’s in an effort to continue
NSTI’s proud tradition of assisting the aviator in
WINNING THE FIGHT, to prevent losses, and to
ensure survival of all mishaps and hostilities, by
providing the best in operational aerospace
physiology and water survival training.

Currently deployed with MAG-16, in
support of Operation Iraqi Freedom is HM2
Entrekin.  This is HM2 Entrekin’s second de-
ployment to Iraq and counts him in among the
growing number of Aeromedical Safety Corps-
men (AMSC) to make operational deployments.
This list also included, HMC Kelly, HMC
Foronda, HM1 Kidder, and HM2 Matchinski.  All
of these folks completed successful tours in Iraq
and are a great credit to the APT community.
HM1 Vernier (recently PCS’d from ASTC
Miramar) will be “going forward” with MAG-29,
as they relieve MAG-16 in Iraq.   In addition to
the deployment of AMSC’s to Iraq, NOMI is also
feeling the brunt of BUMED Individual Augment
(IA) requirements.  Two HM-8409’s (HM1 Smith
– ASTC Norfolk & HM2 White – ASTC Jackson-
ville) will be deployed for one year, in support of
OIF, to EMF Kuwait.  We wish them all the best
of luck and look forward to their safe return.

This past year marked a significant
milestone with respect to HM-8409 advance-
ments.  It had been 3 long years since an HM-
8409 was advanced to Chief Petty Officer and
this year we made 7.  They were…

• HMC Harris - (3rd MAW AMSC)

• HMC Foronda - (MAG-16 AMSC)

• HMC Mays - (ASTC Jacksonville)
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• HMC Richardson - (MAG-13 AMSC)

• HMC Rivera - (4th MAW AMSC)

• HMC Sherman - (8409 “F” School
Instructor)

• HMC Thompson - (ASTC Cherry
Point)

These former HM-8409’s were also
selected for advancement to Chief Petty
Officer:

• HMC Kelly - (BUPERS: Detailer)

• HMC Nana - (MAG-31: AVT)

• HMC Oakes - (USS Dubuque: PMT)

• HMC Ryall - (PMT School: Student)

Congratulations gentlemen and welcome to
the Mess!!

Most of the community is well aware
of the Aerospace Physiology Technician
webpage on Navy Knowledge Online (NKO).
It is an excellent resource for everyone
involved with or interested in the Aerospace
Physiology community.  From the upper
right corner of the NKO homepage, type
“aerospace physiology technician” into the
Search Site window.  Available on the page
are the latest updates of community news,
links to frequently used publications, and
contact information for the HM-8406 and
HM-8409 ETL’s and Detailer.  Take some
time and check it out.  If you have recom-
mendations for the content of the webpage,
please forward them to me.

HMC(FMF) Robert P.K. Craig
Enlisted Technical Leader (HM-8409)

2D MAW, Aeromedical Safety Chief
robert.craig@usmc.mil
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Since January 2006, 3d MAW-Forward
has served as the Aviation Combat Element
(ACE) for the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force-
Forward. Specifically, a composite Marine
Aircraft Group (MAG 16) was assembled which
included Marine fixed wing, rotary wing, and
unmanned aircraft squadrons from 1st MAW, 2d
MAW, 3d MAW and H-60 aircraft from the Army.
LT “Crystal” Gayles and HM2 Entrekin are
currently serving as the MAG-16 AMSO/AMSCs
forward. Our Wing Aeromedical Safety Program
remains focused on the critical issues most
important to our aircrew currently deployed or
preparing to deploy forward. Thanks to the hard
work of Crystal and HM2 Entrekin (MAG-16
Forward) and our entire 3d MAW Aeromedical
team (3d MAW: HMC Harris; MAG-11: LT Cindy
Youngstrom – formerly LT Seegers and HMC
Foronda; MAG-13: LT Swiger and HMC
Richardson; MAG-39: LT Oelschlager and HM1
Chick; and HMC Harris – 3d MAW), we have
had some successes, as well as some set-
backs. A brief summary of our current 3d MAW
Aeromedical Safety Program issues is provided
below.
1. CMU-33 (AIRSAVE) Deficiencies
(Action Officers: LT Gayles, LT Youngstrom, and
LT Oelschlager). Over the past year, several
HAZREPs and IMP chits have been submitted
by 3d MAW units highlighting several deficien-
cies of the RW AIRSAVE survival vest / body
armor combination. Specifically, concerns over
the bulkiness, heat load, and armor sizing (only
M or L armor available) have been identified.
This led to the approval of a unit level modifica-
tion of the PRU-60/61 Body Armor Carrier to
streamline the gear and to remove the vest
(gear pockets sewn directly onto the armor
carrier). Although this modification takes time to
produce locally, pilots and aircrew have ac-
cepted this modification as an improvement in
the right direction. There are several CMU-33
issues that remain, including armor sizing, direct
procurement of the modified vest through a
Navy

contract (vice relying on the local modification of
existing gear), and the addition of floatation to
the armor carrier.

3rd MAW Aeromedical
Safety Program

Update
by

CDR Bill Schutt

2. Combat Survivor / Evader Locator (CSEL)
system (Action Officers: LT Gayles, LT
Youngsrom, LT Oelschlager, HMC Harris, HMC
Foronda, HM1 Chick). CSEL is currently being
rolled out in 3d MAW to replace the PRC-112B1
combat radio. Training materials provided by
our Navy CAG support AMSOs (LCDR
Linderman, LCDR Yniguez, and LT Dimaso) and
the CSEL Program office are being reformatted
and revised to meet our 3d MAW needs. All
training materials are being revised to meet the
Joint CSEL training objectives. This project is
tracking, but still under development and revi-
sion as we build our experience base within 3d
MAW. For all AMSOs who have not yet spooled
up their CSEL training programs, be advised
that there are many more bells and whistles with
the CSEL system. More dedicated time is
required to get up to speed on the system,
initially train aircrew, and to set-up the mainte-
nance and support of the system.

3. Man-Overboard Indicator (MOBI) for MK-1
Life Preserver used by embarked Sailors and
Marines (Action Officer: HMC Richardson).
MOBI is a ship-based personnel locator system
which includes a MK-1 mounted transmitter,
ship’s receiver, and radio direction finder
(mounted in rescue craft). The saltwater acti-
vated transmitter (121.5 MHz) is worn on the
MK-1 Life Preserver, a.k.a. “Float Coat.” Con-
gress funded the complete outfitting of Navy
ships with the MOBI system. Due to an over-
sight, MOBI transmitters were not procured for
Marine Corps Units. HMC Richardson re-
searched and continues to coordinate efforts
between NAVSEA and HQMC to set-up procure-
ment and logistics support to ensure Marine
units receive their MOBI units prior to their
deployments.
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4. HLL Validation of Camp Pendleton Night
Vision Goggle (NVG) Training Areas (Action
Officer: LT Oelschlager). MAG-39 is reviving a
request to seek approval to HLL qualify NVG
training areas aboard Camp Pendleton.
OPNAVINST 3710.7T allows units to seek HLL
designation for training areas that possess high
levels of cultural lighting or other environmental
factors which provide more illumination than
predicted by the SLAP computer program. Once
a light level study has been completed, the
study is forwarded up the COC to CNO for
approval. LT Oelschlager has reengaged the
NAWC NVG support team for their recommen-
dation regarding an earlier light level study
(circa 2000) and MAG 39 is planning to submit
their request in support of their INDOC NVG
training programs.
5. Centrifuge Flight Environment Training
(CFET) Requirement (Action Officer: LT
Youngstrom). The release of OPNAVINST
3710.7U will change the current wording of the
CFET training requirement by removing the
“operationally feasible” clause. Currently, the
OPNAVINST 3710.7T states: “Tactical jet
aircrews who have not received dynamic CFET
training (NP5) shall receive this course as soon
as operationally practical.” Many Marine
TACAIR pilots and NFOs were not afforded the
opportunity to attend CFET training during their
training command or FRS syllabi. This fact was
further aggravated by our increased OPS tempo
in support of the ongoing multi-front Global War
on Terrorism (OIF, OEF, and other efforts) and
by additional extenuating factors (e.g., accessi-
bility to training, time available to train, etc.).
When the OPNAVINST 3710.7U hits the street,
these aircrew will be at risk for non-compliance.
With previous OPNAVINST 3710.7 series
releases, operational practicality was deter-
mined by the operational commanders, those
commanders who know best how to define the
training requirements for their subordinate unit
aircrew. A funding source for this anticipated
additional training requirement has not yet been
identified.

In closing, the 3d MAW Aeromedical Safety
team will undergo significant personnel
changes. Three of five 3d MAW AMSOs and
four of five AMSCs will be rotating out over the
next 6 to 9 months. Some of the billets may be
gapped and we will attempt to keep things afloat
until their

replacements are aboard and become full-up
rounds. I would like to thank our 3d MAW
Aeromedical Safety team for their hard work,
dedication, and ability to stay focused on what is
most important to our fleet aircrew. For LT
Gayles and HM2 Entrekin, thank you for your
personal sacrifices and for carrying the aero-
medical flag forward and making us all look
better.

CDR Bill “Shooter”Schutt
Aeromedical  Safety Officer

3rd Marine Aircraft Wing
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Life as the 4th MAW
AMSO

by
LT Dave Peterson

Having served as both a Marine Aircraft
Group (MAG) and now a Marine Aircraft Wing
(MAW) AMSO, I understand and appreciate the
similarities and the differences between the two
jobs.  The biggest difference I have found
between that of a MAG and MAW AMSO is how
you provide support to the squadrons.  As a
MAG AMSO, you are intimately involved with
local squadron and flight equipment personnel
in providing aeromedical support/training and
handling ALSS issues.  The same is true at the
Wing but at a higher level.  Instead of dealing
directly with the squadrons, you typically work
more with the respective MAG Directors of
Safety and Standardization (DoSS) and AMSOs.

Although I have only been the 4th MAW
AMSO (and for a relatively short period of time
at that), I believe that the job of a Wing AMSO
(whether it be 1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th MAW) is
basically the same.  Specific issues may vary
slightly depending on the respective platforms
represented and/or if the Wing is currently
attached to the Marine Expeditionary Force
(MEF) assigned to Iraq.

However, the 4th MAW job is unique in
several aspects.  For example, it is the reserve
Air Wing for the Marine Corps. In addition, there
are no active duty AMSOs assigned to any of
the subordinate MAGs.  There are, however,
reserve AMSOs at MAG-41 (LCDR Kelly
Johnson) and MAG-42 (CDR Joe Strickland).
Because I am the only active duty AMSO within
4th MAW, I tend to work more closely with the
squadrons than my fellow 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
MAW counterparts.

The Fourth MAW AMSO is also respon-
sible for the FAILSAFE Central program.  With
this, in addition to the MAW’s 4 MAGs (16
squadrons at 12 different sites), I am also
responsible for the 47 Navy Reserve squadrons
(at 16 different sites), and 17 different training
commands (at 5 different sites).  To help sup-
port the

additional squadrons and workload 4th MAW
also has a FAILSAFE Tiger Team Lead (PRCS
James White), an AMSC (HMC J. C. Rivera),
and an operational budget of roughly $60K per
year.

Below are a few of the projects that my team
and I are currently working on.

1)  Staff an active duty AMSO and AMSC at
each of the reserve MAG sites.  This was
originally initiated by LCDR Shaun Leland
during his tenure as AMSO at 4th MAW.  The
four Table of Organization Change Requests
(TOCR) have been endorsed by both the 4th
MAW and Marine Forces Reserve
(MARFORRES) Generals and are currently at
Marine Corps Combat Development Command
and Integration (MCCDCI) pending final ap-
proval.

2)  Conducting a fleet assessment on the
MAX40 Double Hearing Protection (DHP)
system, the tentative replacement to the HGU-
25/P’s (or “cranial”) aural sound protection
assembly.  The new prototype provides two
levels of hearing protection: a custom molded
earplug and an improved circumaural hearing
protector (or earmuff) to fit over the earplugs.
The system promotes sound attenuation im-
provements ranging from 8 to 18 dBs of addi-
tional hearing protection depending frequency.
One hundred participants from 9 different sites
and 6 different platforms have been selected to
participant in the survey.

3)  We are currently working with LCDR Mike
Prevost from PMA-205 and LCDR Leslie Kin-
dling from MAWTS-1 to establish new NITE
Labs at four of the MAG reserve sites (McGuire
AFB, Robins AFB, JRB Belle Chasse, and
Edwards AFB).  To date only MAG-41 at NAS
Fort Worth has a NITE Lab.  Our goal is to have
the NITE Labs established prior to the new
active duty AMSO jobs come on line (Oct 2007 /
Oct 2008).
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4)  Provide a variety of aeromedical briefs to
five 4th MAW squadrons in support of their
upcoming Safety Stand-downs.

I thoroughly enjoyed my three years in Okinawa
working with the Marines and Sailors of MAG-
36, and I look forward to another rewarding tour
with 4th MAW.

LT Dave“Meat”Peterson
Aeromedical  Safety Officer

4th Marine Aircraft Wing
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MAWTS-1 Happenings
by

LCDR Leslie Kindling

A brief update from the Marine Avia-
tion Weapons and Tactics Squadron One
(MAWTS-1) Aeromedical Safety Officer, Night
Imaging and Threat Evaluation (NITE) Lab
Project Action Officer, and the MAWTS-1 Night
Vision Device (NVD) and Laser Threat Subject
Matter Expert (SME).

Recognition of Combat – Vehicles (ROC-V).
In April 2004, my predecessor, LCDR Folga,
discussed Recognition of Combat Vehicles (see
“ROC-V” in SUSNAP journal volume V, issue
one, April 2004).  Nearly everyone who sees it is
impressed by its capabilities, yet very few
attendees at the most recent Weapons and
Tactics Instructor (WTI) course had been intro-
duced to it.  The program allows for self-paced
or classroom-style learning of Forward Looking
Infrared (FLIR) theory as well as combat vehicle
recognition training.  I recommend keeping
copies on hand to distribute as needed.  If you
would like a copy, please contact the MAWTS-1
NITE Lab as indicated at the end of this article.

NITE Lab.  Over the past four NITE Lab instruc-
tor courses, there has been a slight change in
the content to keep pace with the changing
needs at the Fleet NITE Labs.  The Laser
Threats brief was dropped to allow more time
for NITE Lab management training and Air
Traffic Control (ATC) NITE Lab training.  Along
these lines, a new NITE Lab SOP was signed
10 November 2006 that delineates the learning
objectives for the ATC course along with objec-
tives for all NITE Lab courses.  Due to the
expanded role of our NITE Labs beyond aircrew
NVD users, the Air Force’s NITE Lab instructor
course, which was accepted in the past, is no
longer sufficient to prepare a Navy or Marine
Corps NITE Lab instructor.  Most previous
attendees of the Air Force course have been
grandfathered.  However, if any instructor fails
to meet the NITE Lab Aviation Training Model
Manager’s (ATMM) standards, they are subject
to having their instructor qualification placed on

hold until completion of the MAWTS-1 course.
NITE Lab supervisors are charged with ensur-
ing instructors at their sites maintain this high
standard.

Mishap Lessons Learned (MLL).  The MLL
courseware is currently being upgraded to
include a MC-130P Controlled Flight into Terrain
(CFIT) mishap, a UH-1N Wire Strike and a CH-
53E CFIT.  Fiscal Year 2007 funding is bud-
geted to allow for three additional mishap
scenarios.  The mishaps suggested to date are
the AV-8B Class B near CFIT in October 2004,
the SH-60B CFIT off the coast of Virginia in
September 2005 and AH-1W Midair in March
2004.  Recommendations for courseware
changes should be directed to the MAWTS-1
AMSO.

Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel
(TRAP).  During WTI 1-07, the TRAP mission
was a success, but there were a number of
“others”.  On the side of the “goods”, there was
timely collection of the data burst signal from
the survivor’s PRC-112B1.  The F/A-18D Hornet
with Quickdraw2 received the survivor’s Situa-
tion Report (SITREP).  The Weapons Systems
Officer (WSO) was able to pass the received
survivor location to the AH-1W Cobras acting as
Rescue Escort (RESCORT) for the two CH-
53Es which would drop off a team of 32 Marines
to secure the area and pick up the immobile
survivor (broken leg).  The WSO also kept the
aircraft’s targeting FLIR slewed toward the
survivor’s location.  There is good video of the
whole evolution.

On the side of the “others”, limited training on
the Quickdraw2 for the WSO, and poor pre-
flight, resulted in their inability to forward the
SITREP to the Quickdraw2 in the lead CH-53E.
Overall, there seems to be pretty good knowl-
edge on what to do with the PRC-112B1.  The
Quickdraw2 is an “other” story.  Limited assets
have left many Marines under trained.  A proac-
tive, former MAWTS-1 Instructor Pilot (IP),
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recently asked to borrow a Quickdraw2 to
support some unit training he wished to con-
duct.  Unfortunately, there are no dedicated
training assets in the Marine Corps, assets
utilized for training are operational assets and
could be forward deployed at any time.  A list of
potential sources from which to borrow
Quickdraws was provided to the IP, but with two
Quickdraws in Yuma for WTI, his two chances
for finding a Quickdraw were slim and none.

Now with the fielding of the Combat
Survivor Evader Locator (CSEL), the time
required for predeployment survival radio
training has more than doubled.  Not only will
one need to know how to operate his own
survival radio, but also understand the other
radios in use, as this Marine could be called on
to execute a TRAP mission to recover isolated
personnel holding the PRC-112B, PRC-112B1,
or the PRQ-7 (CSEL).  Each is unique in its
capabilities and limitations.  The less the TRAP
package knows about the system the downed
aircrew holds, the less capable the TRAP
package becomes.

Wide Field Of View (WFOV) Night Vision
Goggles (NVG).
MAWTS-1 Aviation Development of Tactics and
Evaluation Department (ADT&E) continues to
assess WFOV NVGs.  Although there still does
not exist a recognized need for WFOV NVGs in
the Navy or Marine Corps, PMA-202 is planning
to test WFOV NVGs in FY09 and begin fielding
them in FY11.  Currently an interim flight clear-
ance exists for the PNVG in the KC-130J air-
craft.  To date, only one IP has flown with the
PNVG in the KC-130J, so limited conclusions
can be drawn.  His response was that the
improvements in the image intensifier tubes
were a definite advantage, but the increased
field of view resulted in too much reduction in
his look around ability.  Look for a Qualitative
Assessment report to be released once addi-
tional feedback is gathered.

Green Beam Designator (GBD)-IIIC.
The GBD is a green visible laser about one-
tenth the power of the Infrared Zoom Laser
Illuminator/Designator (IZLID) 1000.  Like the
IZLID, the GBD is not actually a laser designa-
tor, but rather a laser dazzler.  The GBD has a
nominal ocular hazard distance of 72 meters.
The concept of employment for this laser sys-
tem is to shine it at vehicles approaching check-
points.  All lasing will be conducted while ve-
hicles are greater than 100 meters from the
laser aperture.  The glare on the vehicle wind-
shield will cause the driver to stop allowing
Marines at the checkpoint to determine the
driver’s intent.  MAWTS-1 will conduct a tactical
demonstration of the GBD during Desert Talon
1-07.

LCDR Leslie Kindling
Aeromedical  Safety Officer

MAWTS-1
kindlingl@mawts1.usmc.mil
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We have often heard that we stand on
the shoulders of giants, referring to those who
have gone before us that have had a significant
impact on getting us [The Navy, Medical Service
Corps, and Aerospace Physiology (AP) commu-
nity] to where we are today. Fortunately for
Denise (a.k.a. COMHOUSE) and I, we were
able to have dinner with one of the giants of the
AP community, CDR Jeff Clark, MSC,
USN(Ret). He is AP #115, and is also known as
“Kamikaze”, “D-8”, “Gunny”, and Jeff. This
journal submission will not focus on all the great
things he accomplished, rather a reflection on
an evening of time well spent and a thank you.

Through my career I have referred to
him as Sir, not only for his rank but who he was
as a leader and person. Early in my career he
was one of the folks that took me under his
wings. Some believe it is because of connection
to the Eagle, Globe, and Anchor (EGA), but in
reality it was probably because he saw that I
was huge liberty risk. And although some
believe nothing has changed, it is not his fault.
Well, maybe it is since he retired and trans-
ferred supervisory responsibilities to “Woody”
(D-11). I guess he forgot that Woody’s mentor
was “Brick” (D-6A). In all seriousness, he epito-
mized what a leader should do, take care of the
troops and mentor them. In a nut shell, over the
years he exemplified providing the two most
important types of ships, leadership and friend-
ship.

One day I received an e-mail that Kami-
kaze was coming down to North Carolina for
some business. With the news, planning com-
menced for Operation DINNER WITH A GIANT.
The desired end state being comradeship with a
Shipmate over some chow and beverages.

Initially, earliest arrival date (EAD), and
latest arrival date (LAD) were established. Upon
further coordination, C-Day was established and
L-hour was left to the discretion of Kamikaze.

Further coordination established R-day, which
allowed for the planning and establishment of
D-Day and H-hour. COMHOUSE submitted a
request for information (RFI) to establish any
special dietary requirements for Kamikaze since
his heart attack. With that information, she
directed the Assistant Chief of Staff, Logistics
(AC/S, G4) to procure the supplies to ensure we
had the capabilities to meet the requirement.

Upon arriving at Camp Cape Emerald,
Kamikaze was stopped by the sentry on post
(i.e., the gate). As instructed, Kamikaze called
the Combat Operations Center (9mbat Opera-
tions Center 9COC)stics (AC/S, G4) to COC) on
the intercom system. Once authentication was
verified, since the communication battalion had
not repaired the remote access capability, I
informed him that I would be down to let him in.
However, as I was walking out the front hatch to
go to the gate Kamikaze was pulling up in the
drive way. Apparently, instead of waiting for me
he decided to act in a Kamikaze manner and go
for it as the car in front of him was going
through the gate. Bad situational awareness,
and under estimation of the power of the sentry
as well as forgetting the compound’s rules of
engagement (ROE), resulted in the sentry’s arm
coming down on the trunk of his car. Although
not reaching the Class C mishap category
criteria, the results would not have been good if
attached to a squadron.

In addition to spending some quality time
with Kamikaze over dinner, we were able to see
how he was doing after his heart attack as well
as exchange how both our families were doing.
For everyone’s knowledge, he was doing great.
A real highlight was that COMHOUSE was able
to hear some great stories. I had heard most of
them before, but it was a great refresher. The
stories ranged from things about the program,
other people that were in the program, and call
signs. COMHOUSE got a kick out of the stories
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and found the descriptions of the call signs very
interesting. And even though I had heard them
before, the ones that were real eye openers for
COMHOUSE, as well as had liquids coming out
of my nose, were the stories about the shoe
box, rain coat and glazed donuts. All in all, it
was a great time had by all.

CDR Clark, Jeff, “Kamikaze”, “D-8”,
“Gunny”, and Sir, mission accomplished. Denise
and I thank you for the opportunity to spend a
great evening with you as well as the
mentorship over the years. Even though you
have retired, you will always be a giant as long
as we never forget our past. You also continue a
great navy tradition; verbally passing down
information, which is not written down, which is
important for individual development and organi-
zational culture.

We often hear about how important it is
not to forget about our past, and getting to know
and staying connected with our retired APs is
one way to accomplish that. Thus, I encourage
all APs to take advantage of any opportunity to
get together with a retired AP, whether you knew
them very well or not. I have enjoyed similar
enjoyable experiences with some retired APs
that I was not as close to. Either way, during the
process you will undoubtedly learn from the
experience.

Semper Fi and Non sebi sed patraie,

CDR Richard “Pyro” Jehue, MSC, USN

Notes:
(1) C-day: The unnamed day on which a deploy-
ment operation commences or is to commence.
(2) L-hour: The specific hour on C-day at which
a deployment operation commences or is to
commence.
(3) R-day: Redeployment day.
(4) D-day: The unnamed day on which a par-
ticular operation commences or is to com-
mence.
(5) H-hour: The specific hour on D-day at which
a particular operation commences.
(6) Woody (D-11): CDR Jeff “Woody” Andrews,
MSC, USN, AP #159
(7) Brick (D-6A): CDR Rick “Brick” Mason,
MSC, USN(Ret), AP # 120
(8) Non sebi sed patraie: Not self but Country
(considered the U.S. Navy’s unofficial motto)

CDR Jehue is currently serving as a Medical
Planner, II Marine Expeditionary Force, Camp
Lejeune, NC. This was written during a little
down time while TAD to Al Anbar Provence,
Iraq.

P.S. While in Iraq I was able to spend some
time with “Banjo” (LCDR J.P. Wilcox) at a
couple of bases. For those that do not know,
Banjo is currently serving as the Surgical Com-
pany Commander in Al Anbar Provence, Iraq. I
am not sure, but I believe he is the first AP
serving in combat in a non-AP billet, and he is
doing great things.

CDR Rich Jehue
G4/HSS – Force Medical Planner

II MEF
richard.jehue@.usmc.mil
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Today started out like almost every other
day for me since I have been in Iraq.  I got up at
0400, took a cold shower, and used my
headlamp to dress in the dark so as not to wake
my roommates.  I walked just over a mile to the
squadron hangar to receive the day’s flight brief.
I did not have time to eat breakfast as the chow
hall had not yet opened.  I picked up a nutrition
bar laying on my desk and a bottle of water so I
could eat and drink something before I went
flying as I didn’t know if I would be back before
lunch or not.  I grabbed my flight equipment, M-
16, and my emergency assault pack and pro-
ceeded to my helicopter.  We pre-flighted the
aircraft, started up, and taxied for take off.  I
assumed that today flight would be like yester-
days, and similar to the day before.  Moving
people and supplies from one part of Iraq to the
other.  We call it “Ground Hog” day, after the
movie staring Bill Murray.  Every day starts to
seem the same here.  However, today was not
like the others.  Today was different.  Today was
real.

Our mission today was to extract Army
soldiers from the field.  They had been conduct-
ing operations to quell insurgent activities in
their area of operations.  Our Operations de-
partment had briefed us that the soldiers had
been out patrolling for over two weeks.  I knew
the soldiers would be tired, dirty, and more than
likely a little ripe!  I also knew the soldiers would
be very appreciative on getting a helicopter ride
back to their base camp as they could get a well
deserved hot meal and a shower.  As a Marine, I
like to give the Army a hard time.  The Army
seems to enjoy giving it right back at me.  This
is just good-natured professional rivalry.  Every
service likes to think they are the toughest,
smartest, and best-looking troops in the world.  I
was looking forward to making a few pointed
remarks to my fellow warriors over the intercom
system and listening to their replies.  However, I
never got the chance.

Our mission was changed while in route.
The extract was cancelled.  Instead, we were to
land at their base camp and pick up five “An-
gels.”   An “Angel” is the brevity code we use to
describe the deceased.   Instead of picking up
hungry and tired soldiers, we now were going to
be flying out the same soldiers who were just
recently sharing a laugh with their friends.  The
five Angels were carefully loaded on our aircraft
one at a time.  The Commanding Officer of the
unit we were supporting helped load the Angels
himself.   He walked past the cockpit, and
reached out his hand, as the senior pilot gave
the Commanding Officer his hand in return.  A
quick squeeze of the hand, between two strang-
ers, and two different services, over individuals
we Marines never had the pleasure to meet.
However, in that quick instant, the Army and the
Marines Corps were one in the same.   Fellow
warriors had died!  The simple squeeze of the
hand between the two Officers let the Army
know we “understood” their sorrow.

After the Angels were loaded, we com-
pleted our Take Off Checklist and began our
departure from the camp.  The unit stood at
attention, over fifty rigid soldiers, saluting their
fallen comrades as we exited the landing zone.
I would be lying if I told you I did not shed a tear
as I transitioned to forward flight.  The Army was
paying its last respects to their friends and
brothers in arms.  I was honored to have been a
witness to this magnificent display of devotion.
It is this dedication, commitment, and brother-
hood, which make me proud to serve in our
Armed Forces.  Though the five Angels on our
aircraft will never know it, they were sent off with
dignity and honor.  However, something tells me
they do know!

Editor’s Note:  Lt Col Tontini’s article reminds us
as aeromedical professionals, our primary goal
is to prepare aircrew for all missions and as best
we can, even the unexpected missions.

Flying Angels
by

Lt Col Tontini

Lt Col Tontini
Director of Safety & Standardization

Marine Aircraft Group 39
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FAILSAFE Training
Conference

by
LT Corey Littel

This year’s FAILSAFE annual training
conference will be held at the PR A School on
NAS Pensacola from February 26th to March 2nd,
2007.   As in the past few years, the focus of
this year’s training will be “hands-on” style
training in small-group sessions beginning on
Monday (26th) afternoon through Thursday
afternoon.  Monday morning will be large group
discussions covering programmatic and fleet
support team updates to introductory acquisition
and requirements generation training.  The
remainder of the week will be spent in small
groups covering individual products and pro-
grams in break-out sessions that will provide all
team members the opportunity to work individu-
ally with product engineers and conduct as
much hands on training and one-on-one conver-
sation as possible.  Products and programs to
be covered throughout the week include,
AIRSAVE Survival Vests, Body Armor, Lifting
Harnesses, Helmets/Masks, Protective Clothing,
Night Vision, Oxygen, and Escape/Crashworthy
Systems, CSEL, Communications Ear Plug,
Updates to Operations in Iraq, Aircrew Floata-
tion, Survival Egress Air bottles and Mobile
Refilling Station, Maintenance discrepancy
reporting training as well as an ALSS Supply
posture update.  The meeting will also include a
group practical exercise on Thursday that will tie
together all of the training that is planned for the
week.

FAILSAFE headquarters is hard at work
on funding for the team members and this year
will receive some much needed assistance from
NSTI who has agreed to provide orders for all
ASTC personnel attending the meeting using
FAILSAFE funding.  All individuals attending,
who have registered via the PMA202 web site,
will receive BOQ or BEQ lodging confirmation
numbers by the 15th of February via email.  The
Social Events registration form should have
reached you by now, if not, please email me as
soon as possible as they are due back to me by
February 12th.  LT Amy Hendrix has gone to
immeasurable lengths to make this year’s social

and banquet a success and I want to thank her
for all of her hard work in preparation for our
upcoming meeting.

One topic that I would like to discuss
with all AMSO and AMSC teams is that of
potentially bringing back the monthly FAILSAFE
reports.  Our efforts to implement an on-line
ALSS Training Tracker are on-going but one
key feature we are not capturing via the on-line
system is the “Key Issues” and “Lessons
Learned”.  The on-line version was meant to
provide the team a beneficial tool for both the
program office as well as the individual user but
we are failing to capture the burning issues that
affect our AMSOs and AMSCs, specifically their
ability to properly introduce all Aircrew Systems
and relay all pertinent fleet support issues back
to myself and LCDR Vitatoe as the ALSS In-
Service Fleet Support Team Lead.  I ask that all
AMSO/AMSCs give this issue some thought
prior to the meeting and be ready to discuss
Wednesday afternoon at the conference.

There will be a wealth of information
presented this year and I look forward to seeing
you all at this years meeting.  If anyone has any
issues or questions, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

LT Corey Littel
FAILSAFE Team Lead

NAWCAD 4.6.7.4.1
corey.littel@navy.mil
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FEEDBACK, WEBSITE REVIEW, &
Community Photos

From Senior Editor:
Well I am happy to see the only

community feedback came in the form of an
immediate editorial reposnse and was published
last issue. (Thanks to LCDR Vitatoe, LT Littel,
and LT Gayles for the discourse on body armor.)
With that being said, I am hoping there will be
some more FEEDBACK for the next issue.  This
is your forum to discuss issues relevant to the
practice of operational physiology at its finest.

I strongly encourage any future
contributing authors to utilize the SUSNAP
article checklist before sending an article for
consideration.  The checklist is to be submitted
along with your article.

The editorial board is looking for few
good editors as some of long time editors will be
departing the pattern.

FEEDBACK

WEBSITE REVIEW

How many of you have heard of the 40
Competency AQD?  If you haven’t, it will help
you answer the question above.  The Joint
Medical Executive Skills Program (JMESP) can
assist you in achieving your professional goals,
and attaining the 40 competency AQD.  The
primary effort focuses on a group of 40 execu-
tive competencies originally developed in the
early nineties.  The competencies represent the
minimum unique skill set healthcare executives
must possess, and make up the Department of
Defense’s professional executive skills list.  To
see where you personally stand compared to
the 40 competencies visit the JMESP website at
http://nshs.med.navy.mil/eme2/home.asp and
click on officer log in.  The Core Curriculum link
on the top of the page describes the 40 compe-
tencies and their associated behaviors.  If you
are deficient in some of the competencies, you

can visit the Joint Medical Executive Skills
Institute (JMESI) website at http://
jmesi.army.mil/ to complete numerous online
courses that satisfy the requirement for some of
the competencies.

The best part about all of this is you are
awarded an AQD once you reach 40 competen-
cies.  You can contact the detailer and he will
assign the AQD once he verifies you are com-
plete and it will reflect on your OSR.

Remember, it’s never too early to start thinking
about your future in executive medicine and
setting yourself apart from the pact.  This is a
great tool to help you achieve your future lead-
ership goals.

LCDR Meredith Yeager
Head, BiomedicalSciences Dept.

Naval Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory
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COMMUNITY PHOTOS

CSEL “Train the Trainer” Graduates
GOOD  LUCK

If all else fails, Don’t Forget your
Lensatic & Terrain Associate

Our Fearless Detailer

Welcome Home LT Gayles
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CDRs Jehue & Wilxcox in Djibouti

Welcome Home HM2 Entrekin
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